The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM; American Psychiatric Association, 1980) first recommended personality disorder (PD) classification and definition based on explicit diagnostic criteria, representing an important step toward the systematic assessment of personality psychopathology. However, the current categorical model has severe shortcomings, including extensive comorbidity among PD categories (Grant, Stinson, Dawson, Chou, & Ruan, 2005; Torgersen, Kringlen, & Cramer, 2001; Zimmerman, Chelminski, Young, Dalrymple, & Martinez, 2012) , arbitrary diagnostic thresholds (Widiger, 2001) , heterogeneity within diagnostic categories (Verheul, Bartak, & Widiger, 2007; Westen & Arkowitz-Westen, 1998) , and poor operationalization of the general criteria (Bornstein, Bianucci, Fishman, & Biars, 2014; Morey, Benson, Busch, & Skodol, 2015; Skodol, 2012) . To address these shortcomings, a new model for personality pathology assessment and diagnosis was introduced in a separate Section III of the fifth edition of the DSM (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). This section, entitled "The Alternative Model for Personality Disorders (AMPD)," was described as an alternative diagnostic system requiring further research. At the time of DSM-5 publication, there was limited evidence supporting the reliability, validity, and clinical utility of the AMPD (Clarkin & Huprich, 2011; Shedler et al., 2010; Skodol, Morey, Bender, & Oldham, 2013; Zimmerman, 2013) . However, its inclusion in Section III stimulated much needed research (Krueger, Hopwood, Wright, & Markon, 2014; Morey et al., 2015) .
The alternative model for personality disorders
The AMPD is based on a two-step approach for PD evaluation, introducing an assessment of personality functioning and a personality trait evaluation. The first step (termed Criterion A) is intended to capture the severity of impairment in personality functioning, whereas the second step (Criterion B) characterizes personality traits or style (Bender, Skodol, First, & Oldham, 2018; Hopwood et al., 2011) . A PD diagnosis requires both sufficient impairment and at least one pathological personality trait. Criterion A is evaluated based on a continuous rather than categorical scale, using the Level of Personality Functioning Scale (LPFS). The LPFS assesses impairments of 12 subdomains of personality functioning (listed in Table 1 ), summarized within four main domains: identity, self-direction, empathy, and intimacy. LPFS scores range from 0 (little or no impairment) to 4 (extreme impairment). LPFS Level 2 (moderate impairment) is set as the threshold for PD diagnosis, as this reportedly maximizes the sensitivity and specificity of PD identification . In the study by Morey, every level for the four domains was rated dichotomously (present-not present) . However, when using tailored instruments for the assessment of LPFS, the 12 subdomains are rated separately. To obtain a final LPFS score, the sum scores of the 12 subdomains are averaged. For instance, a patient with a sum score of 18 will have a final LPFS level of 1.5, and a patient with a sum score of 20 will have a final LPFS level of 1.67. This calls for a clarification of how to define Level 2. Should the cutoff be placed at 1.5, at 2.0, or somewhere in between? We propose to define Level 2 as situating within the interval from 1.5 to 2.5. However, there is no empirical foundation for this definition yet.
The LPFS is considered a major advancement by many (Clarkin & Huprich, 2011; Livesley, 2012) , representing acknowledgment of the need to assess both the presence and severity of personality pathology, rather than merely a specific PD category (Bornstein & Huprich, 2011; Tyrer, Crawford, & Mulder, 2011) . It has further been suggested that the LPFS might serve in screening for PD diagnosis (Skodol, Morey, Bender, & Oldham, 2015) , facilitating the planning of more individualized treatment, and tracking impairment over time. However, concerns have been raised related to the perceived complexity of the assessment, which might require extensive training of the individual administering the scale (Zimmermann et al., 2012) . It has also been argued that the LPFS might be too theory-laden (Pincus, 2011) and could be improved by the use of more "neutral" language familiar to most clinicians (Pilkonis, Hallquist, Morse, & Stepp, 2011) . Nonetheless, publication of the AMPD has enabled clinical researchers from interpersonal, psychodynamic, cognitive-behavioral, and social cognitive theoretical perspectives to map the LPFS onto their core theoretical constructs (DeFife, Goldberg, & Westen, 2015; Mancke, Herpertz, & Bertsch, 2015; Pincus, 2011; Waugh et al., 2017; Zimmermann et al., 2012) .
Instruments specifically developed for LPFS assessment
Although existing reliable instruments were important in the development of the LPFS (Bender, Morey, & Skodol, 2011) , the AMPD was introduced without any measurement tailored for assessment of the scale. Currently, three self-rating instruments are available to assess the LPFS (Bach & Hutsebaut, 2018; Huprich et al., 2017; Hutsebaut, Feenstra, & Kamphuis, 2015; Morey, 2017) , as well as three clinicianrated instruments: the Clinical Assessment of the Level of Personality Functioning Scale (CALF; Thylstrup et al., 2016) , the Semi-Structured Interview for Personality Functioning DSM-5 (STiP-5.1; Berghuis, Hutsebaut, Kaasenbrood, de Saeger, & Ingenhoven, 2013) , and the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-5 Alternative Model for Personality Disorders, Module I (SCID-5-AMPD I; Bender et al., 2018) .
The CALF includes structured questions concerning each of the four domains of the LPFS, and emphasizes the underlying processes between the rater and the interviewee. In a pilot study, interrater reliability (IRR) estimates were examined in a study using data of 36 patients (12 having a PD; Thylstrup et al., 2016) . Each CALF interview was conducted by one of six experts and was video recorded. The recorded interviews were then corated for LPFS by two of the experts who did not conduct the interview. The six experts were trained to perform CALF interviews, but not to evaluate LPFS. ICC was estimated to be .31 to .58 for the domains, and .54 for the total LPFS. The authors concluded that the calculated IRR was too weak to consider this instrument as a stand-alone assessment. The STiP-5.1 (Berghuis et al., 2013) is used to assess all 12 subdomains (see Table 1 ) of personality functioning. This instrument has a funnel structure, meaning that the interviewer starts with an open question and then narrows down possible levels based on the given response. If this response does not provide sufficient information for scoring, help questions can be asked. If it remains unclear which level is to be scored, dichotomous test questions are provided to make a final determination of the patient's level. The aim of using such a structure is to be time-efficient and to increase parsimony and clinical utility. In a recent study examining the reliability of this instrument, 12 regular staff psychologists with different levels of training and experience examined a clinical sample of 40 treatment-seeking participants (80% with a PD) and 12 relatives (Hutsebaut, Kamphuis, Feenstra, Weekers, & De Saeger, 2016) . The interviews were video-recorded and then independently scored by one of the authors. ICC values ranged from .64 to .80 for the subdomains, and the ICC was .71 for the total LPFS.
The SCID-5-AMPD I is described later in this article.
Other investigations of LPFS assessment
Other studies have investigated LPFS assessment based on clinical interview information without using a specifically tailored instrument. In a study applying a video-recording design in a sample of 109 outpatients, Few et al. (2013) examined the IRR of the LPFS assessments based on information from the Structured Clinical Interview for Axis II Disorders (SCID-II; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, Williams, & Benjamin, 1994) . IRR was poor, with ICC ranging from .47 to .49 for the domains, possibly because the SCID-II does not yield all of the information necessary for LPFS determination. Zimmermann et al. (2014) focused on how reliably psychology students could assess the LPFS, investigating the IRR of LPFS assessments. In their study, 10 female inpatients (50% with one or more PD diagnoses) were assessed by 22 untrained, clinically inexperienced students. The students used an adapted, multi-item version of the LPFS to score impairment in functioning based on video recordings of experts performing interviews following the guidelines of the Operationalized Psychodynamic Diagnosis system (Force, 2008) . ICC estimates ranged from .25 to .63 for the four main domains, and the ICC was .51 for the total LPFS. However, the reliability of the LPFS mean score across raters was extremely high (ICC ¼ .96). In another recently published study (Garcia et al., 2018) , 13 advanced clinical psychology doctoral students with minimal familiarity with the LPFS evaluated clinical vignettes though three sessions of learning. The estimates of reliability (ICC) improved for each learning session, resulting in ratings for the domains in the range of .59 to .75, for global LPFS rating .81. This supports the conclusion of the study by Zimmermann et al., indicating that some criticisms related to the complexity of the LPFS might have been premature.
The SCID-5-AMPD I
The developers of the LPFS later introduced the SCID-5-AMPD I. Like the STiP-5.1, this instrument has a funnel structure, starting with open questions for each domain to obtain a general impression of the level of personality functioning. However, in contrast to the STiP-5.1, the SCID-5-AMPD I includes specific follow-up questions for each LPFS level (0-4) and for each subdomain. Moreover, whereas follow-up questions are optional in the STiP-5.1, the SCID-5-AMPD I requires that the interviewer always poses a number of follow-up questions. Thus, the SCID-5-AMPD I is more complex and might take more time to complete. These properties could be perceived as limitations; however, they can also be advantageous, potentially resulting in richer information, allowing for more precise measurement, and thus increasing the likelihood of obtaining good IRR. To date, no studies have examined the IRR of the SCID-5-AMPD I.
Limitations of studies of interrater reliability
The importance of using a test-retest design when examining reliability is emphasized in many studies (e.g., Grove, Andreasen, McDonald-Scott, Keller, & Shapiro, 1981; Helzer et al., 1977) , including in several papers describing the DSM-5 field trials (e.g., Kraemer, Kupfer, Narrow, Clarke, & Regier, 2010) . Test-retest IRR field trials of the LPFS were planned, but not conducted (Zachar, Krueger, & Kendler, 2016) . Although most reliability studies, including the studies of LPFS, use a video-recording design, such investigations cannot measure variation in the patient's history and self-presentation, or differences in how the interview is performed. Test-retest analyses are more rigorous, providing data from two different interview situations. Chmielewski, Clark, Bagby, and Watson (2015) compared estimates of the diagnostic reliability of DSM-IV (defined as the extent to which the patient would receive the same diagnosis by two different raters) using a video-recording design compared to a test-retest design, and demonstrated superior estimates with the video-recording design. However, there are also some limitations with a test-retest design. Most important is the variability due to the interval between the two interview sessions. Although it is unlikely that a patient's personality function will truly change during an interval of less than 2 months (Verheul et al., 2008) , differences in the patient's story between interviews can also contribute to variance. Differences in interview style of the different raters is a third source of variance with this method, but could also be considered a strength because this will mimic most clinical situations and give a more realistic estimate. However, greater information about reliability can be acquired when both methods are applied (Grove et al., 1981; Helzer et al., 1977) .
This study
This study is a part of the larger Norwegian AMPD Multisite Project (NorAMP) research project and aims at evaluating the interrater reliability of the LPFS as assessed by the Norwegian translation of the SCID-5-AMPD I. Reliability was tested using two different designs: a videorecording design and a short-interval test-retest design (see Weertman, Arntz, Dreessen, van Velzen, & Vertommen, 2003) .
Methods

Participants and recruitment sites
The Norwegian AMPD multisite project NorAMP is a multisite research project aiming to evaluate the reliability, clinical utility, and validity of the AMPD. A total of 286 patients were recruited from different levels of psychiatric care within six hospitals in Norway between March 2015 and March 2017. Participants were recruited to the study by their therapists, and recruitment sites included general mental health inpatient and outpatient departments, group psychotherapy outpatient and day treatment units, two substance abuse units (both outpatient and inpatient), and a prison clinic. The group psychotherapy units were all part of the Norwegian Network of Personality-Focused Treatment Programs (Karterud & Wilberg, 2007) , a large collaborative network of clinical units specializing in PD assessment and treatment. Exclusion criteria were as follows: schizophrenia spectrum disorder (except schizotypal PD), sequelae after brain injury, pervasive developmental disorders (i.e., autism spectrum disorders), mental retardation, severe ongoing substance abuse, and lack of understanding of Norwegian language.
To ensure a broad range of personality functioning in the total sample, a group of 35 nonclinical participants who were not undergoing clinical treatment during the last 5 years was also included. These were recruited by an information poster among students and employees at the University of Agder, University of Oslo, and Sorlandet Sykehus.
The NorAMP sample
The final study sample included 317 participants, all recruited between March 2015 and March 2017. In the total sample, including the nonclinical sample (n ¼ 35), 207 (65%) were female, the mean age was 32.3 years (range ¼ 16-72), and average level of education was 4.4 years of school after secondary school (SD ¼ 2.8). The mean number of SCID-II criteria was 11.1 (SD ¼ 8.1; range ¼ 0-49) and mean number of PD diagnoses was 1.05 (SD ¼ 1.1; range ¼ 0-7). For the 192 (61%) who fulfilled criteria for a DSM-IV PD diagnosis, these were distributed as follows: 81 with avoidant PD (APD; 42%), 70 with borderline PD (BPD; 37%), 44 with PD not otherwise specified (PD NOS; 23%), 30 with antisocial PD, and 30 with paranoid PD (16%), 21 with obsessive-compulsive PD (11%), and 14 with dependent PD (7%). In the clinical sample, 83.7% had one or more Axis I diagnosis (M ¼ 1.6, SD ¼ 1.4; missing 2.5%, n ¼ 7). The most frequent were major depression (27%), social phobia (19%), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD; 13%), substance abuse (12%), generalized anxiety disorder and dysthymia (both 10%), and panic disorder with agoraphobia (9%). For 74 participants (23%), including the nonclinical sample, no information concerning Axis I diagnosis was provided.
IRR subsample I For the first 85 participants included in the NorAMP study, the interviews were video-recorded. These were grouped according to rated global level where after 17 videos were randomly selected, using a Web-based research randomizer (Urbaniak & Plous, 1997) . In this subsample, 11 (65%) were female, mean age was 31.6 (range ¼ 19-59), and average level of education was 4.6 years after secondary school (SD ¼ 3.1). Mean number of SCID-II criteria was 11.4 (SD ¼ 11.2, range ¼0-30), and mean number of PD diagnoses was 1.3 (SD ¼ 1.3, range ¼ 0-4). Nine participants fulfilled criteria for a PD diagnosis (53%), which were distributed as follows: eight had APD, four had BPD, two had antisocial PD, two paranoid PD, and one had dependent PD. In this sample, 76.5% had an Axis I diagnosis (M ¼ 1.9, SD ¼ 1.1, range ¼ 1-4), with major depressive disorder (58.9%) as the most frequent, followed by panic disorder (12.0%), PTSD (12.0%), drug abuse (12.0%), social phobia (12.0%), agoraphobia (12.0%), and attention deficit disorder (12.0%). For three participants, no information regarding Axis I diagnosis was provided (drawn from the nonclinical sample).
Participants in the video-based IRR study were not significantly different from the main sample with respect to
IRR subsample II From January to July 2016, 34 patients participated in the test-retest IRR study. Due to practical considerations, all participants were recruited from the Oslo region. One patient was excluded due to autism spectrum disorder, diagnosed after study inclusion. All diagnoses were based on the use of semistructured interviews (see later). Among the remaining 33 participants, 24 (73%) were female, mean age was 29 years (range ¼ 20-55 years), and mean level of education was 4.3 years after secondary school (SD ¼ 2.7). The mean number of SCID-II criteria was 9.8 (SD ¼ 5.1), mean number of PD diagnoses was 0.91 (SD ¼ 0.38, range ¼ 0-3). Among the 28 participants receiving a PD diagnosis, 13 had a BPD (46%), 8 a PD NOS (29%), and 6 received a diagnosis of APD (21%). A total of 28 patients (85%) received an Axis I diagnosis (M ¼ 1.6, SD ¼ 1.2, range ¼ 1-5). The most common Axis I diagnoses were recurrent depression (42%), social phobia (24%), generalized anxiety disorder (15%), dysthymia (12%), and PTSD (12%).
Patients participating in the test-retest study were significantly different from the main clinical sample for age (32.9 vs. 28. 191) , and number of PD criteria (t ¼ 1.04, p ¼ .299). Because only patients were included in the test-retest study, nonclinical controls were not included in the latter comparisons.
Diagnostic assessments
Mini international neuropsychiatric interview Symptom disorders were assessed by experienced referring therapists who used the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Inventory (MINI), a short structured diagnostic interview for DSM-IV and International Classification of Diseases (10th ed. [ICD-10]) psychiatric disorders. Reliability and validity of the MINI are both considered to be good (Sheehan et al., 1998) . In this study we used the Norwegian version 5.0.0. of the MINI, revised in 2007. The interviews were conducted by the referring therapists (M ¼ 14 years of experience, SD ¼ 10), including 44.5% psychologists, 27.8% psychiatrists, 19.6% social workers or nurses and 8.1% with another degree. IRR was not tested.
Structured clinical interview for Axis II disorders
Prior to inclusion, referring therapists also performed the SCID-II, a semistructured interview used to assess the 10 DSM-IV PDs and PD NOS (First et al., 1994) , which showed good interrater and test-retest reliability in PD samples (Weertman et al., 2003) . Referring therapists were trained by the National Knowledge Center for Personality Disorders at the Oslo University Hospital. The quality of the SCID-II assessments was ascertained by consensus training of all referring therapists, using video-recorded interviews. During both the initial training and the video sessions, independent ratings and discrepancies were discussed. The reliability of the SCID-II diagnoses was not evaluated in this sample. However, a former study from the Norwegian Network of Personality-Focused Treatment Programs reported kappa coefficients of the three PDs: APD (j ¼ .75), BPD (j ¼ .66), and paranoid PD (j ¼ .71). This indicates acceptable diagnostic reliability within the network, from where most patients in the test-retest study (31 of 33) were recruited.
Iowa Personality Disorder screen
The Iowa Personality Disorder Screen is an 11-item screening instrument for the presence of PD, which was used in the recruitment procedure for nonclinical participants to exclude PDs. Sensitivity and specificity estimates in psychiatric samples have been high (Langbehn et al., 1999) . The items correspond to diagnostic criteria for PDs and are rated dichotomously (yes or no).
The SCID-5-AMPD I The SCID-5-AMPD I is a semistructured interview that covers the 12 subdomains of the LPFS (Bender et al., 2018) . The instrument starts with eight general overview questions addressing how the subject relates to himself or herself and to others. For each of the 12 subdomains, the assessment begins with screening questions. For example, for the subdomain of identity, sense of self, the first question is "Do you sometimes have the experience of not really knowing who you are or how you are unique in the world?" Based on clinical judgment and screening, the rater is instructed to ask questions for each subdomain corresponding to the level at which the interviewee might be functioning. There are one to six specific questions for each level-for example, the questions for Level 2 of the subdomain sense of self are "Do you depend on other people's opinions in order to know who you really are?" and "Is it hard for you to know who you are without knowing what other people think of you?" The rater explores increasing levels of impairment until the interviewee clearly does not qualify for that level. The text also includes the descriptions of all levels, which were taken directly from the LPFS, for use as anchor points for the rating. For each subdomain a rating of level is set, giving three scores for each domain, resulting in an average score for each domain. When all 12 subdomains are rated, a global LPFS score is set as an average of all four domain scores. In our study, the interview included a few questions concerning demographics and former psychopathology, and the interviewer had access to the original referral, providing variable brief background information about the patient. Raters were instructed to mark the text to indicate which levels they explored. For use in our study, both the LPFS and the SCID-5-AMPD I were translated into Norwegian by members of the Department of Personality Psychiatry, Oslo University Hospital. No backtranslation procedure was performed.
Raters and training
Among the seven raters in the test-retest IRR study, three were experienced clinicians, including two clinical psychologists and one psychiatrist (all male). They underwent training in LPFS assessment during a two-day workshop by Dr. Donna Bender, along with the other raters in the NorAMP study (seven experienced clinicians altogether). The four inexperienced clinicians in the test-retest IRR study included three undergraduate psychology students and one undergraduate medical student (all female) who were trained by two of the experienced raters several weeks before inclusion in the test-retest study. The content and duration of their training was practically identical to that in the workshop provided by Dr. Bender. The training included an introduction to the instrument, the use of nine written case vignettes, one demonstration of assessment by a role-play, and one video interview. Through the training, global LPFS scores for the written vignettes were set by each rater independently, and then discussed in plenum. For both the demonstration and the video, this also included scores of domains and subdomains. The procedure was repeated until consensus was achieved.
Diagnostic procedure
All patients were referred by therapists in mental health service units (referring therapists). The raters conducting the SCID-5-AMPD I had no access to the results of SCID-II assessments. There was a maximum interval of 5 weeks between the SCID-II and performance of the SCID-5-AMPD I.
The sample of participants not undergoing clinical treatment was screened for PD using the Iowa Personality Disorder Screen (Langbehn et al., 1999) , which was administered over the phone by an experienced rater. These participants were recruited by an informational poster that invited them to participate by calling a telephone number to receive further information about the study.
Video-based IRR study
The 17 participants were drawn from a pool of 85 videorecorded assessments of SCID-5-AMPD I, conducted by one of seven experienced raters. The number of recordings from each rater ranged from two to six, and each selected interview was scored by the four remaining raters independently. Following this procedure, therefore, each participant was given five independent scores.
Test-retest IRR study
In the test-retest study, the SCID-5-AMPD I was administered by seven raters: three experienced clinicians and four inexperienced clinicians. All 33 patients were assessed separately by two raters, performing the interviews with a maximum interval of 2 weeks. We attempted to assign raters according to a rotation schedule, with the aim of pairing each rater with all other raters at least once. The schedule was also intended to balance the raters in the first and second interview positions, and included all possible combinations of rater pairs (7 raters squared Â 2 rater positions ¼ 98 possible combinations). However, due to rater availability, it was not possible to perfectly execute the rotation schedule to include all possible combinations. Thus, some raters were paired together more often than others. The combination regarding experience was as follows: 15 patients were assessed by two inexperienced raters, 13 by one experienced and one inexperienced rater, and five participants were assessed by two experienced raters. Raters were blinded to the other rater's evaluations and to the SCID-II results.
The mean duration of the interval between the two ratings was 9.2 days (SD ¼ 5.4 days). Each patient received a 500 NOK (approximately $50) gift card for being interviewed a second time. All participants completed both interviews. The interviews lasted an average of 80 min, with the mean duration being 72 min for experienced clinicians and 83 min for inexperienced clinicians. Notably, this time period included questions concerning demographic data and former psychopathology, which are now officially included as a part of the SCID-5-AMPD I.
Statistics
Our aim was to estimate IRR using two methods: a videobased approach and a short-interval test-retest approach. Generalizability to other raters was important with both protocols. For both methods, we acquired the same number of ratings for every rated participant, and the assumptions of normality distribution and absence of outliers were met. Thus, IRR was evaluated by means of ICC calculated for global LPFS, domains, and subdomains. The domain scores were calculated as the average of each of the three subdomain scores, and the global LPFS score as the average of the four domain scores. In the test-retest study, we also used Cohen's kappa to assess the level of agreement between raters with regard to dichotomous ratings based on the LPFS (PD vs. no PD), and used t tests for group comparisons. Different formulas are used to calculate ICC depending on the study design. We provide information about the model, form, and type of ICC calculated, according to the categorization system of Shrout and Fleiss (1979) and McGraw and Wong (1996; see also Trevethan, 2017) .
In the video-based IRR study, 17 participants were randomly drawn from a group of 85 participants, and five raters were randomly drawn from a group of seven raters. Each rater assessed all 17 participants. We used a two-way random effect model to estimate the extent to which the five raters gave the 17 participants similar personality functioning scores using the SCID-5-AMPD 1 instrument. In this model, the variation in the data is regarded as coming from two sources: the participants and the raters. Regarding forms of ICC, there are two choices: single measures and average measures. In our study, it was not of interest to average the ratings of each rater prior to ICC analysis-rather, we wanted to estimate the reliability of each single rater's score. Thus, we use a two-way random effect model, single measure, typically expressed as ICC (2,1). There are two types of each combination of model and form, referred to as consistency and absolute agreement. Here, we wanted to estimate how similar the five raters' scores were, not only how they were correlated; therefore, we applied the absolute agreement approach.
The design of the second test-retest reliability IRR study was not fully crossed, as each participant was rated by two different pairs of raters who were considered randomly selected. Therefore, we applied a one-way random effect model for the ICC analyses, using the same form and type of ICC as in the video-based study (ICC (1,1) )
We deemed it reasonable to interpret the results of the video-based IRR study following the guidelines of Cicchetti (1994) . According to these, coefficients below .40 indicate poor interrater reliability, those between .40 and .60 are indicative of fair agreement, those between .60 and .74 are considered good, and coefficients higher than .75 are regarded as excellent. For the test-retest IRR study, we report the criteria used to examine the reliability in DSM-5 field trials based on a test-retest design with two different raters (Chmielewski et al., 2015; Clarke et al., 2013; Kraemer, Kupfer, Narrow, Clarke, & Regier, 2010) . The ranges are as follows: excellent (> .80), very good (.60-.79), good (.40-.59), questionable (.20-.39), and unacceptable (< .20) . For the test-retest field trials, the DSM-5 Taskforce regarded ICC values of > .40 as acceptable, with a maximum range of 0.5 for the 95% confidence interval (Kraemer et al., 2012) . All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 23.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY).
In our study, LPFS was calculated as follows: Level 0, mean LPFS 0-.49; Level 1, .50-1.49; Level 2, 1.50-2.49; Level 3, 2.50-3.49; and Level 4, 3.50-4.00.
Ethics
All participants gave written consent before participating in this study. The project was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics.
Results
The video-based IRR study
The ICC for the overall LPFS scoring was .96 (95% CI [.92, .98]). The ICC values for the four domains were somewhat smaller, but still large, ranging from .89 (intimacy) to .95 (identity and self-direction). The smallest ICC value was .77 for the two identity subdomains mutuality of regard reflected in behavior and desire and capacity for closeness. The other ICC values were all > .80 (Table 1) .
The test-retest IRR study
The ICC for the total LPFS score was .75 (95% CI [.55, .87]; Table 2 ). ICC values for the four LPFS domains ranged from .59 (identity) to .80 (self-direction). The smallest ICC values were .32 for the subdomain self-esteem and .24 for the subdomain mutuality of regard reflected in behavior. A paired-sample t test indicated that LPFS scores did not significantly differ between first interview (M LPFS ¼ 2.06, SD ¼ .67) and the second interview (M LPFS ¼ 2.05, SD ¼ .92), t ¼ .15, p ¼ .82. Three patients represented outliers (Patients 14, 19, and 33) in Figure 1 . Inspection of one of these pairs of interviews revealed that the subdomain-specific screening questions were interpreted very differently for these patients. The first rater asked questions related to Levels 0 to 1 and concluded with a score of Level 0 (no impairment), whereas the second rater asked questions related to Levels 2 to 4 and concluded by setting a score of 4 (extreme impairment). This pattern was apparent in the ratings of Patients 14, 19, and 33. Closer inspection revealed that all ratings for these three patients were performed by inexperienced raters. Correlation analyses excluding these patients resulted in a substantial increase of the ICC estimates, improving from .75 (CI [.55, .87]) to .88 (CI [.77, .94 ]) for the mean LPFS; for the domains the range of estimates increased from .59 through .80 to .65 through .87. We further used Cohen's kappa coefficient to explore the degree of agreement related to LPFS threshold levels for a PD diagnosis. Using scores averaged over the 12 subdomains, the diagnostic threshold for a PD can be determined in two ways: by applying a cutoff score of 1.5 or by applying a cutoff score of 2.0. As far as we know, how to define the threshold for Level 2 is not clarified, and both were calculated. For the first cutoff score (i.e., a mean LPFS threshold level of 1.5) the Cohen's kappa was .57. Using a mean LPFS threshold level of 2 for the PD cutoff, we found a substantially larger Cohen's kappa of .70.
Discussion
This study is the first to investigate reliability of the SCID-5-AMPD I, an instrument that is specifically tailored for assessing levels of personality functioning as presented in Section III of DSM-5. Among several studies focusing on LPFS assessment, this study is the first to measure IRR using a test-retest design.
Main findings
High IRR estimates were obtained by co-ratings of videorecorded SCID-5-AMPD I assessments. All estimates were in the excellent range, both for domains and subdomains.
Unsurprisingly, IRR evaluated using a test-retest setup was lower than that estimated in the video-recorded test design. However, the estimates from the test-retest setup were within the good to very good range for the domains and overall LPFS score, and were still high compared to previously published studies using a video-based design. Finally, when dichotomous LPFS scores were evaluated in relation to a diagnostic threshold for PD, the kappa scores were good when applying an LPFS threshold of 2 for a PD diagnosis, but were moderate when using an LPFS threshold of 1.5.
High IRR with a video-based design
In our study, the video-based design resulted in a higher IRR than that reported for a comparable instrument, the STiP-5.1 (ICC for domains ranging from .89-.94 vs. .64-.80). Moreover, both of these specifically designed instruments achieved a higher IRR than the values reported in studies using instruments designed for other purposes, such as the SCID-II and Operationalized Psychodynamic Diagnosis system-Level of Structural Integration Axis (OPD-LSIA) (Di Pierro, Benzi, Madeddu, & Preti, 2016; Few et al., 2013; Zimmermann et al., 2014) . It is reasonable to expect that the use of an instrument specifically designed to assess LPFS would contribute to enhanced reliability. However, the results of our video-based IRR study should be interpreted cautiously. When using an instrument with a funnel structure, like the STiP-5.1 and SCID-5-AMPD I, only selected levels are examined based on the interviewee's responses to screening questions. This can inflate the IRR estimates in two ways. First, the information provided to the second rater (the observer) will rely on the judgment of the first rater (the interviewer). Second, this structure can enable the second rater to determine the conclusions of the first rater. Nevertheless, video-based test designs provide advantageous opportunities for simultaneous assessments. In a video-based study, no variance is introduced due to the time interval (during which the interviewee's clinical status could change) or due to possible effects of patients being tested twice (e.g., an interviewee trying to remember his or her response from the first interview or minimizing responses to shorten the interview).
Good to very good IRR with a test-retest design
In our test-retest study, ICC estimates ranged from .59 to .80 for the four domains, and the ICC value was .75 for the total LPFS. These values indicate a remarkably high IRR for a test-retest design. According to the criteria used in the DSM-5 field trials, three of the four main domains were within the very good range, with self-direction achieving the highest ICC estimate of .80. This domain refers to the more concrete and recognizable aspects of functioning, such as pursuit of life goals and accomplishments, and might thus be easier to assess.
The least reliably assessed domain in the test-retest IRR study was identity (ICC ¼ .59). Notably, the subdomains of self-esteem and emotional range and regulation had low ICC estimates of .32 and .40, respectively. One possible explanation is that this domain is difficult to consistently assess due to fluctuations in the patient's self-states, which could be especially relevant in our study because our sample was characterized by a high prevalence of BPD patients, who by definition have problems with identity (Wilkinson-Ryan & Westen, 2000) . The identity domain is also arguably an abstract or ambiguous concept that is difficult to measure with a high degree of precision. In line with this, when reporting self-relevant information, participants are also likely to report what comes to mind easily at the point of time of the assessment, which could have a negative impact on reliability (Oyserman, 2001) . This resonates with the standpoint of the ICD-11 workgroup for PDs, writing that "an accurate assessment of self-pathology of personality is highly complex and beyond the expectations of most practitioners" (Tyrer, Reed, & Crawford, 2015, p. 723). However, in the DSM-5 field trials of "cross-cutting" dimensional measures , the self-report item "Not knowing who you really are or what you want in life" had a test-retest ICC of .66, which was only slightly lower than the estimated ICC of .68 for an item addressing interpersonal problems, "Not feeling close to other people or enjoying your relationships with them." These results suggest that self-functioning and interpersonal functioning can be measured with equal reliability. With regard to this study, it is notable that the third identity subdomain, sense of self, had an ICC estimate within the good range. Thus, we believe that it is premature to assert that self-pathology is too complex to be reliably assessed in clinical practice. Rather, there might be a need to reevaluate how the questions are formulated.
Within the intimacy domain, the subdomain of mutual regard reflected in behavior showed a low ICC value of .24. Some patients might experience the topic of this subdomain as a question of moral standard, which could have two main implications. First, some questions might be considered confrontational. For example, the following questions were asked in relation to Level 2: "Do you primarily choose situations or relationships that clearly benefit you in some way, help you get ahead, or reflect well on you?" and "Do you generally only do things with or for others if there is something in it for you?" Interestingly, scores corresponding to this level were assigned in only 5 of the 66 ratings in our sample, possibly explaining the low estimate of reliability. The second implication is that the low estimates could be related to an artifact termed the social desirability hypothesis of the retest effect (Jorm, Duncan-Jones, & Scott, 1989 ). This effect is confined to questions assessing negative selfcharacteristics, in which interviewees tend to give more favorable answers on retesting (Durham et al., 2002) . However, the mean scores for this subdomain did not significantly differ between the two interviews, indicating that this effect was not present in our study.
Notably, similar concerns were raised in another European study of LPFS (Zimmermann et al., 2014) . The authors suggested future adjustments to the questioning style, to include less direct questions and greater focus on reflective functioning (Fonagy, Target, Steele, & Steele, 1998) . In the AMPD, the threshold for a PD diagnosis is a moderate or more severe impairment in personality function, indicated by LPFS Level 2 or higher. This threshold was included in the manual based on a study by Morey and colleagues, which demonstrated that an LPFS level of 2 (moderate impairment) distinguished PDs from no PD or other mental disorders with maximum combined sensitivity and specificity, both in general and for each of the six specific PDs included in the AMPD . Our present analyses revealed that the agreement was better when the threshold for moderate impairment was set as þ2.0 rather than at þ1.5, which was used in a recent study (Morey, 2017) .
Complexity of assessment and training of raters
Our results showed no statistically significant difference in IRR according to level of experience. Several authors anticipated that reliable LPFS assessment would likely require extensive training (Pilkonis et al., 2011; Pincus, 2011; Zimmermann et al., 2012) . The use of a similar wellestablished instrument, the OPD-LSIA, requires 60 hr of standard training (Zimmermann et al., 2012) . Other studies of LPFS assessment have reported varying degrees of rater training, ranging from no training at all (Zimmermann et al., 2014) to extensive training (Hutsebaut et al., 2016) . Relative to other studies, the 2 days of training administered in our study is in the midrange and is feasible to implement in most clinical settings.
Another concern that has been raised regarding LPFS reliability is the need for sufficient guidelines (Pincus, 2011 ). An extensive manual has been developed for the STiP-5.1 instrument (Berghuis et al., 2013) . Although a User's Guide for the three modules of the SCID-5-AMPD has now been developed, at the time of our study, no scoring manual was available for the SCID-5-AMPD I. The raters in this study received a simple one-page set of instructions, including an explanation of the funnel structure. This is now included as an integrated part of the introduction of the official version of Module I. Overall, our results indicated that the SCID-5-AMPD I can be reliably used to assess LPFS with an amount of training that should be reasonable for most clinical settings.
Limitations and future directions
Our results should be interpreted cautiously. As discussed, there are several limitations related to the video-based method. Additionally, the samples in our study were small. In the test-retest IRR study, the precision for three of the subdomains was poorer than is considered acceptable in the DSM field trials, with a lower limit of 0.5 for the 95% CI . Analysis of a larger sample might have resulted in a smaller CI, and thus increased the precision of our estimates. However, the precision was acceptable for the four domains.
There might also be limitations related to the representativeness of our sample. Within the sample included in our test-retest IRR study, up to 86% were diagnosed with a PD, which is a considerably higher frequency than found in an ordinary outpatient population. Furthermore, most patients had been referred for long-term psychotherapy. However, the focus of our study was to evaluate core features among people with PD. Although our sample did not cover the full range of PD diagnostic categories, the distributions of both gender and diagnoses were in line with the findings of previous clinical studies (Karterud et al., 2003; Silberschmidt, Lee, Zanarini, & Schulz, 2015) . Considering that the examined instrument was designed for use as a diagnostic procedure when PD is suspected, we expect the findings to be reasonably generalizable. Future studies using a similar method in larger samples are needed to confirm this.
Conclusions
According to our findings, LPFS can be measured with a sufficient degree of reliability using the SCID-5-AMPD I, even with only a modest amount of training. Further investigations including large samples of representative clinical and community populations are needed to confirm our findings.
